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Partner, London
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DC schemes – brief overview
Accumulation
•

Contributions from employer (and member) credited to member's
account

•

Trust or contract based

•

Investment, longevity, annuity rate and adequacy risks remain with the
member

Decumulation
•

Value of account at retirement depends on amount of contributions and
investment performance

•

Historically account generally used to purchase annuity on retirement
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Contributions
Structure
Employee
contribution

Employer
contribution?

•

% of pay usually

•

How is "pay" defined?

•

By deduction or salary sacrifice? (so that there is a
saving on NICs)

•

Matching?

•

Flat-rate?

•

Age or service related?

•

Auto-enrolment minimum: 3% of “qualifying
earnings” from 6 April 2019
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DC flexibilities from April 2015
•

•

Annuities
•

Term certain of any duration

•

Level of annuity may decrease

•

No limits/minimum income requirements

Take whole DC pot as cash
•

Accessed from age 55

•

25% tax free then subject to marginal tax rate

•

Fully flexible drawdown

•

Combination of the above
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DC flexibilities from April 2015 (2)
•

•

Money and Pensions Service (MaPS): new "single financial guidance
body"
•

Launched 2019

•

Responsible for coordinating the provision of pension guidance
(including helping members make decisions about what to do with
flexible benefits), money guidance and debt advice

Providers and trust based schemes must signpost "face to face" guidance
(Pensions Wise)
•

Citizens’ Advice

•

MaPS
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What is a money purchase benefit?
Bridge – Supreme Court decided that the following benefits were money purchase benefits
•

Money purchase benefits with a defined benefit underpin;

•

Cash balance benefits; and

•

Pensions derived from money purchase or cash balance benefits (internal
annuitisation)

DWP amended legislation so that:
•

Only pure money purchase benefits fall within the defined contribution regime

•

Pensions in payment from a DC scheme only money purchase if secured by an annuity
taken out with an insurer and benefits were pure money purchase before annuity put
into payment
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Member communications

Why communications are important
Key to increasing member engagement
Members need to make informed choices on:
•

How much to contribute

•

What to invest in

•

Options at retirement

Lack of understanding = poor decisions
•

Disappointed members looking for someone to blame
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Preparing member communications
Member literature
•

Who creates it?

•

Will member understand it?

•

How will it be targeted?

•

Accuracy important: how are the investments presented?

Member queries
•

Who answers them?

•

Performance guidelines for responsiveness?
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Member communications – DC Code
DC Code expectations:
•

All communications must be accurate, clear, relevant and provided in
plain English

•

Trustees should regularly review member communications

•

When considering format, trustees should take account of innovations in
technology

•

Members should be regularly informed that the level of their
contributions is a key factor in determining the size of their pension
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Communications during membership –
requirements
The Occupational and Personal Pension Schemes (Disclosure of Information)
Regulations 2013 – minimum requirements
•

Scheme documents on request

•

Changes to the scheme resulting in material alteration to basic scheme
info

•

Information about lifestyling strategy (if operated)

•

Annual benefit statements

•

Information in advance of and when benefits become due
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Annual benefit statements
Benefit statements supplied within 12 months of the end of scheme year –
must include
•

Amount of contributions paid in during scheme year

•

Value of member's accrued rights

•

Statutory money purchase illustration (SMPI) – illustration of likely
projected pension at retirement
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Chair's statement
•

Publish in annual report and accounts

•

tPR guidance – sets out examples of good practice and common mistakes

•

If statement non-compliant can be fined between £500 and £2,000
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DC flexibilities – disclosure requirements
"Flexible Benefit" disclosure requirements – what information is required?
•

Value of flexible benefits

•

Options in scheme

•

Opportunity to transfer to different pension providers

•

Tax implications of accessing benefits

•

Pension guidance from Pension Wise

•

Financial advice if "safeguarded" benefits worth > £30,000

•

Retirement risk warning – with effect from 6 April 2016
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DC flexibilities – disclosure requirements
When must trustees provide flexible benefit information?
•

On request

•

If the scheme introduces new flexible benefit options

•

If the member and trustees communicate to discuss flexible benefits

•

If member has opportunity to transfer flexible benefits

•

4 months before member's NRD or member satisfies ill health condition
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Failing to comply
If trustees fail to comply with the statutory requirements
•

Informal action from TPR

•

Civil Penalty (max of £5,000 for individual, £50,000 for company)

•

Pensions Ombudsman could consider failure to provide information
amounts to "maladministration" even if trustees did not breach the law
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Other reasons to communicate
Changes to the law and/or the rules of the scheme
Member queries
•

Explain why a particular investment has been underperforming

•

Draw member's attention to it (perhaps include list of investment options)

•

Say what the trustees are doing/proposing to do about it (if anything)
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Perils of "advice"
On the one hand:
Trustees are urged to help
Members choose best alternative

On the other:
Only FCA authorised persons
may give "advice"
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Avoiding "advice"
What you can tell members:
•

The rates of employer contributions and that they lose out on this benefit if they
don't join the scheme

•

Information on the different investment options

•

That saving in a pension scheme is tax efficient

What you can't say:
•

You should pay this rate of contribution to the scheme

•

You should invest in this fund

•

You should transfer in/out of the scheme
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How do DC schemes work?
Faye Jarvis
Partner, London
Pensions

DC Investments
Faye Jarvis

Partner, London
Pensions

This talk will cover
•

Importance of investment for DC

•

What’s common to DB and DC investment

•

DC Code of Practice and investment

•

Reporting on investment

•

New enhanced value for members assessment

•

What is a default arrangement?

•

Default fund charge cap

•

Legal review of investment documentation
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Importance of investments
Investment risk borne by member, not employer
Greater regulatory focus
•

Requirement for default arrangements

•

Charge cap / exit charges (guidance)

•

DC Code
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Basics of investment common to DB and DC
•

Prudent person principle

•

Investment power held by trustees (and trustee liability)

•

Statement of investment principles (SIP) and publication on website

•

Policies on engagement, voting rights, asset managers

•

Requirement to take advice

•

Setting objectives for investment consultants

•

Delegation to authorised fund managers

•

Restrictions on employer-related investment

•

Climate change requirements for large schemes (and master trusts)
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Investment strategy
DC Code
•

•

Trustees should:
•

Consider interests of active and deferred members, and members in
decumulation phase

•

Engage with members about date wish to take their benefits, preferences for
taking DC benefits (eg flexible access) and preferences for particular investments
(eg sustainable funds)

Should understand needs of members
•

•

Guidance recommends trustees gather info from administrator, employer,
advisers, research reports re eg form of benefits members likely to take and age
likely to take them

Use analysis to form high level objectives for scheme
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Investment strategy
DC Code continued
•

Consider range of fund choices offered:
•

Needs of membership: ethically focused, level of financial knowledge, risk
tolerance range etc

•

Time and resources of trustees to monitor funds

•

Employers views

•

Consider risk v return objectives of each fund

•

Understand costs and charges of each fund:
•

In Chair's statement, need to report on charges and transaction costs, and
whether these represent good value for members
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Monitoring investments
DC Code continued
•
Expects trustees to regularly assess performance of each investment option,
including:

•

•

Considering whether to evaluate against industry benchmarks

•

Taking account of costs and charges levied

•

Adjusting investment strategies in light of changes to membership profile

Guidance recommendations:
•

Important to consider how performance of fund has impacted different groups
of members

•

Consider having automatic review triggers based on performance and
benchmarks or objectives

•

Ensure controls (eg relating to security, liquidity and safe custody of scheme
assets) are in place to alert trustees to potential risks
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DC: reporting on investments
•

•

•

Requirement to prepare “implementation statement”
•

Applies from scheme years ending after 1 October 2020

•

How SIP been followed during year and any review or change of SIP

New requirement to report net returns (after deduction of charges and transaction
costs for:
•

Each default arrangement

•

Each self select fund in which members’ assets invested in year (regardless of
whether open or closed to further contributions)

•

For first scheme year ending after 1 October 2021

Publish on public website
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New value for members assessment
from 1 October 2021
Investment risk
Applies to
“specified
schemes”

•

Relevant scheme

•

Asset value less than £100m at previous scheme year end; and

•

Operating for at least three years at end of previous scheme
year

Must complete
prescribed value
for members
assessment
annually

•

Report in chair’s statement

•

Report overall outcome in scheme return

•

Poor VFM: transfer benefits and wind up (or explain why not
and proposed improvements)
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Default arrangements
•

•

•

What is a default arrangement?
•

Member makes no choice as to fund; or

•

Contributions of ≥ 80% of contributing workers

SIP requirement
•

Trustees aims, objectives and investment policies ("default strategy")

•

How default strategy intended to ensure assets invested in members' best
interests

•

Must be included in Chair's annual statement

Review default arrangement
•

At least every 3 years, and following significant change in investment policy or
demographic of relevant members

•

Review extent to which investment return is consistent with aims and objectives
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Charges cap (1)
Default arrangement
•

Applies to default fund but only if scheme being used for auto-enrolment

•

Single charge structure < 0.75% of members fund per annum

•

"Combination charge structures" – limits apply

•

Only applies to "member-borne" charges

•

Some costs excluded

DWP charge cap guidance
•

Active member discounts, early exit charges and member-borne commission banned
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Charges cap (2): changes 1 October 2021

Amends to
regulations
will:

•

Better enable schemes to pay performance fees

•

Exclude costs of holding physical assets from charges
cap

•

Include with profit funds within potential default funds
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Charges cap (3): de minimis ban on flat fees
•

Proposed ban on flat fees below de minimis level

•

Draft regulations to implement ban issued May 2021
•

De minimis initially £100, may increase in future

•

All pots – active and deferred

•

Expected in force April 2022

•

Universal charging structure?
•

DWP proposes to replace existing three charging options with single structure of
single maximum annual percentage management charge at some future time
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Legal review of investment documentation
Important to review investment documentation
•

Including:
•

Investment management agreements

•

Pooled fund documents (offering memorandum, constitution and subscription
agreement)

•

Ancillary documents (eg rebate letters, side letters)

•

Wide variation in legal risk depending on the fund type

•

Proper review and report ensures fully aware of risks and pitfalls before commit to the
investment

•

Often able to negotiate beneficial changes if supported by strong knowledge of what is
"off market"

•

Our funds team are very familiar with reviewing this documentation for trustees
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DC Investments
Faye Jarvis

Partner, London
Pensions

Member lifecycle 8 – drawing
a pension
Nicola Rondel
Counsel
London

John Bates is retiring
•

John is approaching his 60th birthday (his normal retirement age under the
scheme)

•

Having been auto-enrolled in to the DC section of the scheme the trustees now
need to communicate with John regarding his retirement
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Minimum pension age
•

Earliest age at which member may draw benefits – age 55

•

Increasing to 57 in 2028

•

BUT may be able to take earlier if:
(1) Meet ill-health condition; or
(2) Transitional protection for some members with pre-existing rights
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What are John’s options?
•

Depends on what the scheme rules allow

•

Trustees also have statutory override which allows them to pay certain benefits
even if not permitted by scheme rules

•

Any benefit that is not an authorised payment will result in unauthorised
payment charge and scheme sanction charge

•

Taking flexible benefits triggers the money purchase annual allowance
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What benefits are authorised payments?
Lifetime annuity
•

What kind?

•

Open market option

Flexi-drawdown
•

Designate funds for drawdown (some/all)

•

Drawdown income as and when required

•

Can take 25% tax free when sum designated

Short term annuity
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What benefits are authorised payments
(cont)
Pension commencement lump sum ("tax free cash")
•

25% of value of benefits

Serious ill-health commutation
•

Member expected to live for less than one year

Small pot lump sum
•

Up to £10,000 from individual scheme (25% tax free, rest taxed as income)

Uncrystallised funds pension lump sum (UFPLS)
•

Can take as single payment or a series of payments (25% tax free, rest taxed
as income)
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Communications in the run up to
retirement
•

•

“Wake-up" pack four months before normal pension age (if likely date of
retirement). Pack must include, for example
•

Statement of options available under the scheme rules

•

If member can select an annuity, information on the open market option

•

Statement that member has right to transfer benefits

•

Estimate of the transfer value, date it was calculated and explanation it is
not guaranteed

•

Statement regarding the tax implications of accessing benefits flexibly

•

Information on MoneyHelper and how to access Pension Wise

Must also give “retirement risk warnings” – includes features of annuity, lump
sum and drawdown, and factors which may affect appropriate choice
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Pension Wise

Available to anyone over 50
who has DC pension

Provides guidance on
options available to
members on retirement

Phone or face-to-face
appointments

Free and impartial

No requirement for
member to use service
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DC: stronger nudge – draft regulations
•

Expected in force 6 April 2022

•

Regulations must require trustees to refer “relevant beneficiary” to pension guidance
before draws flexible benefits or transfers

•

Trustees may only proceed if RB received appropriate guidance or opted out of
guidance

•

Applies to members aged 50 or more (or survivor any age) with a right to flexible
benefits

•

Not applicable on transfers to:
•

DB scheme

•

OPS for sole purpose of consolidating pension entitlements
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Stronger nudge: more details
•

Signposting to Pension Wise not required in addition to new nudge

•

Appropriate pension guidance (APG) must be in person (face to face, phone or
electronically)

•

Part of process of applying to draw benefits / transfer:

•

•

Refer RB to APG, with explanation of nature & purpose of guidance

•

Offer to book appointment at date & time suitable for RB

•

If RB declines offer to book, provide details of how RB may book

•

Explain cannot proceed without confirmation of taking APG or “opt-out
notification”

Repeat each time RB contacts scheme without confirming taken APG or submitting
opt-out notification
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Pension advice allowance
Up to £500 from money purchase arrangement in tax year
Can access up to three times
Member to declare that allowance to be used for regulated
financial advice but
•

Using allowance for regulated financial advice also a condition of being
authorised payment

•

May want to seek confirmation from adviser that advice given
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tPR's example of good practice retirement
process
Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

MEMBER
requests de-cumulation
information or member
approaches retirement
date

SCHEME
provides information in
accordance with disclosure
requirements including
signposting MoneyHelper
resources

MEMBER
decides whether to get
MoneyHelper guidance
via Pension Wise/take
financial advice/ none

MEMBER
indicates they wish to
retire or take a transfer
in connection with
retirement

Eg scheme sends wake-up
pack four months prior to
retirement date
No application form to choose
retirement option/s or to take
a transfer is sent out at this
stage
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tPR's example of good practice retirement
process pt. 2
Step 5

Step 6

Step 7

SCHEME
provides application
form to choose
retirement option/s or
take transfer

MEMBER
returns completed form
and other required
documents including
bank transfer details,
proof of ID

SCHEME
actions member request
and confirms to member

Scheme also provides
generic risk warnings
and requests signed
declarations confirming
reading of risk warnings
and/or guidance/
advice received
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Lifetime allowance – restricting total
benefits
Lifetime
Allowance (LTA)

£1,073,100 for
2021/22
(frozen until
April 2026)
applies to all
benefits across
all registered
schemes

Test against LTA
on a "Benefit
Crystallisation
Event"
Will be BCE
when most
benefits come
into payment

Member subject
to tax on excess
over LTA

Include
explanation of
LTA in retirement
communications

55% if excess
paid as lump
sum (no income
tax)
25% on
payments in
pension form
(income tax
payable as well)
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Protections
•

Primary protection

•

Enhanced protection

2012

•

Fixed protection 2012

2014

•

Fixed protection 2014

•

Individual protection 2014

•

Fixed protection 2016

•

Individual protection 2016

2006

2016
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Member lifecycle 8 – drawing
a pension
Nicola Rondel
Counsel
London

Prevention is better than
cure – administration for DC
schemes
Faye Jarvis
Partner, London
Pensions

The Start
•

DB Schemes
•

•

Missing data can be obtained at retirement event

DC Schemes
•

Data must be complete and accurate throughout

•

Right contributions received on time

•

Contributions correctly allocated to right accounts

•

Members' accounts correctly invested and 'decumulated' at the right time

•

Mistakes happen – who pays?

•

High price of weakness in administration
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The Pensions Regulator

Codes of practice

Regulatory guidance

Code-related guidance

Pension guides

Statements

Strategy on Policy

21st Century Trusteeship
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DC Code – background
•

tPR's objective:
•

“Millions of people are being auto-enrolled into DC pensions, so it’s
essential that schemes are being managed to a high standard."

•

“The new DC code clearly sets out our expectations of trustees and what is
required of them to comply with legislation, including the most recent
changes in law."

•

Came into force on 28 July 2016

•

Code supported by 6 'How to' guides and a DC assessment template

•

Code is regulatory 'expectations' – not statements of law

•

To be replaced by single code of practice (earliest summer 2022)
•

Consultation on draft code March 2021 – pushback from industry
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DC Code
Scheme
Management
Skills

Trustee Board

Communicating
and Reporting

Administration

6 areas
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Value for
Members

Investment
Governance

DC Code (1) – the trustee board
Members of the board are jointly and severally accountable for running the
scheme and equally responsible for any decisions

Guidance
•

Consider including professional trustee on board but chair should guard against
professionals becoming too influential/ensure views of entire board are heard

•

Sub-committees can help use time more effectively and concentrate skills in right
area but board as a whole remains responsible and accountable
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DC Code (1) – the trustee board
Trustee boards expected to regularly review the fitness and propriety of trustee
board members

Guidance
•

Qualities of fit and proper trustee - honesty, integrity, competence, capability and
financial probity

•

Board should be diverse and well-balanced (inc. type of trustee, experience and
skills of trustee)

•

Important factor – interest in the role and motivation to do it well
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DC Code (2) – scheme management skills
Legally required to have internal controls to ensure scheme is administered in
accordance with its rules and the law

Guidance has examples of conflicts
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DC Code (2) – scheme management skills
Code expects trustees to:
•

Identify risks (inc. fraud, investment, administration, communications
and decumulation risks)

•

Evaluate likelihood and impact of risks occurring

•

Take steps to manage or mitigate risks

•

Regularly review and monitor exposure to new and existing risks

Guidance
•

Consider establishing risk sub-committee

•

Consider allowing online access to risk register so can update between meetings

•

Set up process for prioritising risks, eg heatmap which shows overall risk = impact risk
x likelihood risk
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DC Code (3) – administration
Core financial transactions must be processed promptly and accurately (including
investment of contributions, transfers, investment switches and payments)
Trustees expected to ensure data is complete and accurate
Guidance
•

Software used to calculate members benefits, process lifestyling and populate
figures in member comms should be tested at implementation and regularly

•

Manual calculations and non-routine projects should be peer reviewed
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DC Code (3) – administration
Trustees remain accountable for quality of scheme administration and all legal
requirements even if outsourced
Trustees must monitor performance of administrator, check they have appropriate training
and expertise
Administration report should contain all info trustees need to measure whether legal
obligations being met
Guidance
•

Recommends content for administration report

•

Administrator may have template report but trustees must be satisfied all info
required is included
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DC Code (3) – administration
Trustees must have adequate business continuity plan which is
reviewed annually and tested appropriately

Guidance encourages trustees to have an up to date procedure
manual – change to personnel/provider should have minimal impact
on service
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DC Code (5) – value for members
Employer’s spend should be examined where members share costs with the employer
Legally required, at least annually, to calculate charges and (so far as able) transaction costs
borne by members, to assess extent they represent good value for members
Chargesand
andcosts
costsrepresent
representgood
goodvalue
valuefor
formembers
memberswhere
wherecosts
costsand
andwhat
whatisisprovided,
provided,are
Charges
are
appropriate
for
the
membership
as
a
whole
when
compared
to
other
market
options
appropriate for the membership as a whole when compared to other market options
(doesn'tnecessarily
necessarilymean
meanlow
lowcost)
cost)
(doesn't
Trustees expected to set out basis of cost sharing with employer in Chair's statements
Guidance
•

Important to consider how performance of fund impacts different groups of members

•

Consider automatic review triggers based on performance and benchmarks or objectives

•

Ensure controls (eg relating to security, liquidity and safe custody of assets) are in place
to alert trustees to problems
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DC Code (5) – value for members
Trusteeslegally
legallyrequired
requiredto
tounderstand
understandtransaction
transactioncosts
costs(so
(sofar
faras
asare
areable)
able)and
andreport in
Trustees
report statement
in Chair's statement
any info
about transaction
costs
whichhave
trustees
Chair's
any info about
transaction
costs which
trustees
beenhave
unable to
been
unable
to
obtain
and
steps
being
taken
to
obtain
info
in
future
obtain and steps being taken to obtain info in future

Guidance recommends asking manager about transaction costs well ahead of scheme
year end and, if unable to provide, ask why and record this in Chair's statement
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DC Code (6) – communicating and
reporting
Legal requirements governing when and what information must be provided to
members

Trustees expected to ensure all comms are accurate, clear, relevant and
provided in plain English

Trustees expected to regularly review member comms
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DC Code (6) – communicating and
reporting
Trustees expected to take account of innovations in technology that are
available and appropriate for members

Guidance
•

Technology can be particularly helpful where encouraging members to
save

•

Consider allowing member administration – eg updating details,
requesting fund switching or change to contribution rates
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Disclosure of DC costs and charges
Apply to "relevant schemes" – DC OPS
•

Including schemes with both DC and non-DC benefits (applies to DC part
only)

•

Applies to both accumulation/decumulation phase

Corresponding rules from FCA

Statutory guidance on how to report costs/charges info
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Internal controls – scheme risk
management cycle
Set
objectives

Identify
risks

Monitor
performance

Implement
action
plan

Define success
criteria

Assess
risk
Produce
action
plan
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Good Record keeping
Avoids significant
additional costs in
administration

Avoids error correction
and funds misallocated

Avoids delays in
switching

Avoids paying wrong
benefits

Avoids claims from
members

Avoids reputational
issues
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Administration agreements
Description of services

Service levels

Transitional
arrangements – start
up and wind down

Core team

Data handling and
disaster recovery

Contract governance

Fees

Liability

Termination
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Administration issues – responding to
members' queries
Process in place

Monitoring process

Responsibility
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Prevention is better than
cure – administration for DC
schemes
Faye Jarvis
Partner, London
Pensions

Any questions?
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